
COMMUNICATIONS – EXTERNAL PUBLICITY 

NEXT STEPS – DECISIONS 

 

 WHAT ARE BOARD DECISIONS? 

 Policies 

 Responsibility to decide which entities have authority and how much 

 How much money to spend on it 

 Prioritizing 

 Setting goals 

 Ascertaining legalities 

 Who is going to see that it gets done 

 Who are the second eyes – that the congregation is comfortable 

 Setting constraints – on content and media 

 Monitors 

 Follow-up and mechanism for follow-thru with successive Boards 

Priorities: 

1. SET GOALS - SHORT TERM GOALS (3 MONTHS): 

o Splashy Website – Observations: 

The better we get with HLN the less the website is dynamic for visitors. 

Experts say we have 3 seconds for a visitor to find what they need when logging on to our 

website, and currently it is not easy for visitors. 

Place a focus on keywords for searches. 

We currently have $1000 left in our budget for publicity, which we can use to upgrade. 

We might need to hire a webmaster – Jeanine will research what programs are out there that 

might make it easy for us to upgrade – she will look at websites, resources, templates, etc. 

We might want to post a video (that we make) on the website. 

o Shared Responsibility, not so much by minister – Observations by Rev. Tarsa: 

It is appropriate and not out of the normal range of responsibility for the minister to review and 

approve all communications before going out to the congregation and the community.  It is not 

bad that the minister has the final blessing, in fact, it feels valuable and appropriate. 

Get creating content off the minister’s plate.  Kevin has been working with the administrator to 

send back requests when the information that comes in is incomplete, rather than guessing, 

deciding, inferring, or taking it on.  It also helps to educate the congregation by sending it back. 

Policy parameters would be helpful – e.g., what events get publicized (particularly if they are not 

UUFB events), and why or why not.  Then, the church administrator would have clearer 

guidelines. 

It should be easier for the settled minister, especially after becoming more familiar with the 

congregation, to make decisions on publicity.  Typically Kevin, would consult the president if 

there is any question. 

Gary is getting very good now at bumping it up for a decision if there is any question. 

Decision: Final review and approval will remain the minister’s responsibility. 

2. DECIDE WHICH ENTITIES HAVE AUTHORITY AND HOW MUCH: 

o The UUFB President currently is the only official voice to the public, according to our Bylaws. 

o We may want to consider what authority the minister has and whether or not to amend the 

Bylaws in that regard. 

 

 



o Other Discussion: 

 Personal vs. Congregational Publicity: 

 Community Board 

Should we allow a Community Board for congregants’ personal announcements – 

upcoming art shows in the greater community, apartment for rent, etc. – who would 

maintain it? 

 Personal Services List  

An idea was raised at the June congregational meeting to have someone maintain a list of 

who does what in the congregation so we can support each other, thereby becoming 

stronger individually to strengthen support for the congregation.  Drawbacks are: who 

would monitor for appropriateness, the inference might be that it is a recommendation, if 

something goes wrong it could create undue conflict, we have to be careful where money 

is exchanged.  Decision: UUFB will not maintain a Personal Services List. 

 Email Invitations 

Recently, email invitations for personal events were distributed through some 

Neighborhood Circles and posted on FaceBook.  A lively discussion ensued about 

different understandings of the goals of Neighborhood Circles, the appropriate reach of 

the Circles, what constitutes the difference between a personal event and a congregational 

event and how is that communicated, and how do you finesse the line between personal 

and congregational communication.  More discussion and decisions are needed.  This 

discussion belongs in internal publicity. 

 What is the path to leadership; what is the communication? 

‘Substitute’ responsibility for the summer was given to a member to be a co-captain of a 

Neighborhood Circle without a clear understanding of the overall program.  Q: Is there a list 

of what a co-captain is supposed to do?  A: Yes, and there was training. 

How do we help members adequately prepare for leadership?  More discussion and 

decisions are needed.  This discussion belongs in internal publicity. 

3. ASCERTAIN LEGALITIES 

4. POLICIES 

 

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND RE FUTURE BOARD DISCUSSIONS: 

Prioritizing / Setting goals:  

SHORT TERM (3 months – 1 year): 

Know we exist 

People know where we are and when we meet, find us easily and quickly in all possible media – new 

signage 

What we offer 

Strengthen internal ID of congregation 

Promoting values 

Familiarize people with what UU is 

Know strong connection with Penn Center 

Attract like-minded people 

To reach specific target audience 

MID TERM (6 months – 3 years): 

Build bridges 



Community goodwill and enrichment 

Periodic programs to entertain and bring in public 

Repeat visits 

Generate interest for media to do free feature pieces 

Rent buildings 

Recruiting activists 

Music Ministry 

Grow members 

To reach specific target audience 

LONG TERM (2 years – 5 years): 

Be recognized for what we do and offer 

Effective voice in community 

To become household name 

Develop UUFB brand 

Get news article out at least once a month 

Effectively fulfilling mission 

RE Ministry, children’s choir, families 

Financial sustainability 

To reach specific target audience 

Provide sanctuary 

 

Prioritizing / Responsibility to decide which entities have authority and how much: 

(Board has responsibility to administer and can delegate authority to do it. / Board must apportion authority and 

has ultimate responsibility.) 

SHORT TERM GOALS: 

What decisions need to be made? 

Who can do the work? 

Who makes the decisions? 

What / how do we fund? 

ASCERTAINING LEGALITIES: 

What do we need to know? 

Who can do the work? 

 

Prioritizing / Policies: 

 


